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ABSTRACT

The current study aimed to analyze student and teacher opinions that participated to a screencasting centered undergraduate course. To achieve this, screencasts about Photoshop software were created using Camstudio Open Source (camstudio.org) application and also the students were asked to create their own screencasts. In addition, the produced screencasts were shared by the instructor via YouTube (www.youtube.com) social media site. 46 students and the instructor were interviewed about the screencasting activities of the course. Majority of the students reported that, screencasting could be used by anybody computer literate, sharing these screencasts on social media make learning compelling, using them via social media makes it accessible in an unlimited way, and makes pinpointing easy about anything they wanted to learn. Furthermore, many students claimed that prolonged use of computers was boring and there were inadequate instructor-student and student-to-student interaction. Both instructor and students argued that this method could be used in any topic recording of screen is possible.
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INTRODUCTION

Screencasting can be described as simultaneous digital sound and video recordings of computer screens (for example mouse movement and clicks) (Peterson, 2007; Winterbottom, 2007). According to Peterson (2007) screencasts can be recorded and edited easily. Screencasts, which can be described as digital recordings of computer screen output, can be helpful to students especially in technical disciplines when student’s cognitive loads needed to be considered (Oud, 2009; Wang, 2013). Screencasts can be both used in face to face and distance education environments (Lang and Cecucci, 2013, Jordan et al., 2012). Since screencasts are easy to produce, easy to edit, interesting, and beneficial to learning process they are being used for educational purposes.

Most often, instructors create screencast for their courses; later they play it in their classes and upload them to social media sites to share. (Brown, Luterbach and Sugar, 2009; Pinder-Grover, Green and Millunchick, 2011; Sugar, Brown and Luterbach, 2010). Students create their own screencasts and upload them to social media sites to as another use of screencasting. In both instructor produced and student produces screencasts, the producers have to add their voice comments, media, presentations and other materials related to drill and practice in to the screencasts (Brown-Sica, Sobel and Pan, 2009; Paul, 2009).

Screencasts facilitate students while they are learning a new application or when they need to self-regulate their learning process in their own pace. Students also learn how to create digital records of their computer activity and how to share them on social network sites. Screencast can be used to provide application drills with extra information to novice learners (Renkl, 2005; Oud, 2009). An example demonstration can teach learners about a problem or a process
(Große and Renk, 2007; Renkl and Atkinson, 2002). Screencasting have been used widely in higher education in variety of disciplines such as statistics (Lloyd and Robertson, 2012), mathematics (Feinstein, 2009; Loch, 2011; Mullamphy, Higgins, Belward and Ward, 2010), chemistry (O’Malley, 2010; Haxton and McGarvey, 2011), physics (O’Malley, 2011; O’Malley, 2012), and engineering (Galligan and Hobohm, 2013; Hartnett and Thompson, 2010).

In a study conducted by Tekinarslan (2014) the course instructor and the college students’ experiences were reported. In a Database Application course screencasts of database application were shared with 52 college student participants in order to determine instructional and learning activities. Qualitative data were collected from 43 participants via observations, online discussion logs, and written documents. Inductive content analysis method was used to analyze the collected data. Results indicated that screencasting method was beneficial for most of the students. Also screencasting method was found to be effective in improving students’ database application knowledge and skills. Although screencasts had many advantages, some students expressed that it was not sufficient for complex (advance) database applications.

Feinstein (2009) used technology in variety of ways in his classroom; for example he used a tablet pc and a projector in classroom to make presentations. He recorded his screen as screencasts (all the screen activity during the class) and shared these screencasts with other presentation materials with the students online in order to attract more students to online component of the course. He also made some of the screencast available as open learning resources. Feedbacks for this type of technology applications were very positive.

Trail and Hadley (2010) conducted a case study about the use of screencasting in a blended learning environment to teach technology literacy skills. A college librarian and a faculty member in the speech pathology and audiology program conducted this study to assess the effectiveness of online tutorials for an undergraduate course. In addition to static assessment tools such as knowledge and skill tests; authentic assessments such as rubric assessment for course projects should be used according to this study.

In the study conducted by Loch and McLoughlin (2011), instructional design approaches to screencasts and of self-regulated learning models were investigated. Instructional design of screencasts for improving cognitive and metacognitive skills of student to understand advance mathematical concepts was proposed based on self-regulated learning theory. In the literature, there are also studies suggesting using screencast is beneficial for students (Betrancourt, 2005; Carr and Ly, 2009; Oud, 2009; Pinder-Grover, Millunchick and Bierwert, 2008; Pinder-Grover, Millunchick, Bierwert and Shuller, 2009; Razik, Mammo, Gill and Lam, 2011; Rose, 2009; Thompson and Lee, 2012). Hove and Corcoran (2008) conducted a screencasting study and found that it improved the performance of students with participation problems; also Grabe and Christopherson (2008) found that there was a positive correlation between screencasting use, and test scores. Also screencasting was suggested as a method that students can learn in their own-pace (Pinder-Grover, Millunchick and Bierwert, 2008). In the literature, it is suggested that effective learning with multimedia could be facilitated by producing screen casts, playing, pausing and using other controls on them (Betrancourt, 2005; Mayer, 2006; Oud, 2009; Veronikas and Maushak, 2005; Davis and McGrail 2009, 2009; Liou and Peng 2009). Also screencasting materials can be accessed and used online at any time (Pinder-Grover, Millunchick and Bierwert, 2008). Utilization of screencasts in the teaching learning process forces students out of passive mode and encourages them to study and learn in an active learning process (Oud, 2009; Pinder-Grover, Millunchick and Bierwert, 2008). Screencasts could be used as tools to demonstrate difference ways of problems.
solving, supplementary to procedural sheets and to teach higher-order conceptual knowledge (Lloyd and Robertson, 2012).

In *Flipped Learning*, which is one of the contemporary concepts in learning, learning concept is moved from classroom environment in to individual learning environment by using technology. Classroom becomes a space for the reinforcement of skills and knowledge acquired previously (Sever, 2014). In this model, which is very suitable for effective screencasting utilization, students learning process was enhanced. Mull (2012) defined flipped learning as a model that students come to class prepared by watching videos, listening podcasts, reading articles, or solving problems utilizing previously gained knowledge. Milman (2012:85) added effective use of classroom time to Mull (2012)’s definition. According to Milman (2012:85) flipped learning idea requires instead introducing a concept in classroom transfer of conceptual information via video lectures, screencasts or podcasts and effective classroom time should be use collaborative interactive activities. The most important goal for using this model is to improve the quality of face to face education (Bergmann and Sams, 2012; Bergmann and Sams, 2014:30; Sams and Bergmann, 2013:16). Screencast videos can be both acquired online or prepared by the teachers. Videos are open to access so that students can use them wherever they want to use such as home, study room, bus or even in a hospital (Musallam, 2010:57). It can be said that screencasts always and everywhere are open to access.

Based on the related literature it can be said that screencasts are providing opportunities to learners by enabling them to replay, pause, rewind and skip forward during the learning process. Screencasts are especially important for students, when faced with a new content, or when the steps of the process are important or when the study requires sequential processes.

**STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM**

This study aimed to contribute to the literature about student and instructor opinion investigations by selecting a unique course, a group and a program. 46 students and their instructor at Gazi Osman pasa University College of Education spring 2014 semester Computer II course participated to this study. The course was centered on screencasts about “Photoshop” and activities in and out of classroom related to screencasts. These screencasts were shared via YouTube (www.youtube.com). Participant’s experiences using the screencasts on YouTube and other activities related to course were reported in this study. The screencasts of the Photoshop software was created using the Camstudio Open Source application.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

Participants in this study were composed of students (n=46) and their instructor. During the Computer II course, the Photoshop picture editor software was thought using screencasting method. All the students participated in to the study were freshmen Guidance and Psychological Counselling program students and 25 were female and 21 were male.

**Data Collection**

Qualitative research approaches were used in this study. This approach requires analyzing data collected through interviews, documents, and participant observations (Creswell, 2013; Glesne, 2010). In this study, participants’ experiences regarding the screencasting utilized course were analyzed.
Participant Observation
First, screencasts for the Photoshop software were created by the instructor. Then these screencasts were shared in the classroom and online with the students. Each week a different screencast was shared. After viewing the screencasts, students created their own screencasts. Also these screencasts were shared on YouTube to make it available constantly and gather student comments. The researcher took observation notes of in-class and online activities of the students.

Document analysis
The Student created screencasts, sent emails, and the social media contributions were reviewed.

Interview
The Interview form, composed of five questions, was sent to students; and 46 participants voluntarily returned their answers via email. Students answered the following questions.

1. What are the advantages and disadvantages of screencasting method?
2. Are there any benefits of sharing screencasting via social media, and if there are what are those?
3. Did you feel any discomfort from being constantly on computer and online throughout the course work?
4. Did you find answers to all your screencasting related questions throughout the course?
5. While creating your screencasts, did you encounter any difficulties?

Data Analyses Procedures
Researchers collected all the interview forms, written observations notes and other student outputs. Then these data were organized and coded into different groups. During this process, coding groups such as learning experiences, advantages and disadvantages, and time were used. During the coding any data that couldn’t be coded into one of the coding groups were removed. Data in each coding group was included into related folder (Glesne, 2010; Jones, Torres, and Arminio, 2006). Findings were reported based on these coding groups.

RESULTS
Teaching Experiences with Screencasting
Teaching students the Photoshop picture editor via screencasting method includes straightforward step by step computer activities. The instructor, weekly, prepared the required preplanned screencasts. These screencasts were delivered to the students during the lab activities. After completing the lab training the students created similar screencasts themselves. Also, the instructor prepared screencasts were shared on social media for viewing and commenting. The students commented, contributed, and critiqued the work on social media based on their production experiences and instructional activities.

This process repeated in each week. First, the instructor prepared the screencast for the intended content and shared in lab with the students, and asked them to watch it. Then gave them homework to create their own screencasts about the same subject until next class, and contribute to comment section on the social media for the instructor created screencasts. This cycle continued until the end of semester for six weeks. Student created screencast was collected at the beginning of the class by the instructor.
If we need to simply summarize our process; first, the instructor started the Camstudio screencasting software, then the computers’ microphone and camera were checked to ensure they were ready for recording. After that recording was started with the Camstudio program and the Photoshop was started and the functions performed with the Photoshop were explained as if somebody was next to the instructor. After recordings were over the recorded videos (avi or another video format) were delivered to the students in classroom. Also these videos were shared using previously announced user account on YouTube social media site for students to comment and contribute. In addition the links were sent to the students email addresses and their comments were monitored. Also the students could share their own screencasts on the social media and create their own tutorial collections on YouTube.

After viewing the instructor prepared screencasts at laboratory, the students were asked if they had any questions or problems about the content covered; majority of the students (n=44) responded that they understood the material and they did not have any problems about the programs functions. Similarly most of the students (n=43) reported that they did not have any problems creating their own screencasts. Few students (n=2) reported that they had technical difficulties about recording audio on their computers.

**Learning Experiences with Screencasting**

Most of the students (43 out of 46) defined the screencast method as a linearly progressing method with simple steps and easy to understand. Also majority of the students (43 out of 46) reported that creating their own screencasts were an easy and enjoyable process. One of the students, "A" stated that:

“I think the screencasting method is very effective method and it could, easily, be used for many courses. I believe the application that was used for screencasting had an easy to use and simple interface. Although I did not have a great deal of technical knowledge I did not have many issues while watching the screencasts and creating my own. I tried to add different sound effects to my screencasts at home, and I really enjoyed it.”

Majority of the students (44 out of 46) claimed that using social media with screencasting method contributed to learning in general and individual learning. Student “B” stated that:

“As a regular user of social media, I think sharing course material on social media is pleasing process. Also, I think having access to material without time constraints contributed to my learning. Although I thought that the covered content Photoshop was difficult initially, screencasting helped me to learn it.”

Student “C” stated that:

“I think exchanges on the social media helped us to improve the material that was created. Similar to open source coding various opinions were collected and the material was improved. As a result screencasting has benefits both to material development and learning.”

Majority of the students reported that they could find answers to all of their questions using screencasts. Also many students stated that even they did not receive immediate response they could find answers to questions about the software on YouTube comments section which was operating like a forum.

"D" stated that:

“I did not have a lot of questions while we used screencasts in classroom because when they recorded the screencasts they included information about all the menus and functions. As a result I didn’t have any questions about that, I only had a question about
the part that I was curious about and I could find an answer on YouTube comments. I think screencasting method is appealing and enjoyable.”

Fourth of the students (11 out 46) reported that screencasting method was a good instructional method however, since it required long periods of computer use, it could become boring. Student “E” whom was one of these students expressed his/her thoughts this way:

“Overall, I was pleased with the screencasting method; I didn’t have any issues with creating my own screencasts or sharing them on social media. However I am not using the social media often and I don’t use computers unless I need them, naturally I don’t see myself as a technophile.”

Advantages of Screencasting as an Instructional Method

Vast majority of the interviewed students (44 out of 46) stated that being able to use screencasting method without much technical knowledge as an ordinary user is an advantage. Additionally, majority of the students (38 out 46) said that creating their own screencasts was a good practice and some students (30 out 46) thought it ensured complete learning. Furthermore, most of the students said that being able to repeat the instructions were instrumental in reinforcing the learning. Student “F” explained his/her opinions in the following manner:

“I believe being thought first by the instructor, and able to review the same content anytime I wanted, facilitated my learning. Also, I believe, applying what I have learned at home with my own computer reinforced my learning.”

Student “G” said that:

“I think it is very enjoyable to have classes that utilize screencasting method; I believe it could be a good alternative to traditional methods. It is very difficult to learn without reviewing the same subject couple of time, especially in computer related content. However, I saw it was easy to review the content as many times as I wished.”

Disadvantages of Screencasting as an Instructional Method

Most common (40 out of 46) disadvantages of screencasting that students report were time spent on computer (20 min or more), being boring due to the nature of computer based learning, and lack of personal interaction. Student “H” described her thoughts this fashion:

“I don’t use computers and related technologies unless I had to, as a result I am not able to concentrate 20 minutes or more in front of a computer, since the method does not have human interaction, it becomes boring. People oriented methods are more appealing to me.”

Another disadvantage that students (37 out of 46) reported was not being able to receive immediate response about the things they want to understand. It does not matter how complete the screencasts were they can’t address all the questions students might ask. This comes across as a weakness of the method. Students could ask their question on the social media to their peers, or in classroom to instructor.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The current study aimed to analyze the student and instructor opinions on screencasts about the Photoshop software and sharing them on the social media as part of Computer II course at college level. Based on the qualitative data analysis, similar to previous studies (Tekinarslan, 2014; Galligan and Hobohm, 2013; Alvarez, 2012; Heilesen, 2010; Winterbottom, 2007)
majority of the students had positive opinions about the method. Vast majority of the students reported the screencasting method both as producer and learner was simple and linear in structure and, as a result it was user friendly. They mentioned that producing their own screencasts were both a creative and an enjoyable process.

Similar to some of the previous studies (Brown-Sica, Sobel and Pan, 2009; McGarr, 2009) the student opinions suggested that using social media to share screencasts improves both learning and access to instruction. Majority of the contributions and comments made by the students on social media addressed the issues and questions that were not covered or asked in the classroom. The students suggested that screencasting addressed almost all of their questions however they could find answers through social media comments for remaining unanswered questions.

Fourth of the students reported that this method became boring after 20 minutes since it required computer use. This could be due to students’ previous experience with traditional education and learning habits, structure of the course or students’ individual learning styles. Also another disadvantage reported by the students was reducing interpersonal interaction among peers due its nature. These findings were similar to Winterbottom’s (2007) research findings.

Considering all its advantages and disadvantages screencasting method is a good method for student achievement and motivation, however it should be recognized that it is not the only good model both in classroom and online. This method can be used as an alternative method to add new experiences to learning groups, ensuring change and avoiding dullness and bring energy and life to course. As an instructor even part of the course can be thought with this alternative method to bring additional benefits to learners. Designing screencasts using different learning approaches and comparing them to each other could contribute to the field as a good research practice in the next step.
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